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Abstract
Few studies covering all patient groups and specialties are available regarding the outcome of nosocomial bloodstream infections
(BSI). We analyzed the role of patient characteristics and causative pathogens of nosocomial BSIs reported by the hospitals
participating in national surveillance in Finland during 1999–2014, in terms of outcome, with particular interest in those leading
to death within 2 days (i.e. early death). National nosocomial BSI surveillance was laboratory-based and hospital-wide. Data on
nosocomial BSIs was collected by infection control nurses, and dates of death were obtained from the national population registry
with linkage to national identity codes. A total of 17,767 nosocomial BSIs were identified; 557 BSIs (3%) were fatal within
2 days and 1150 (6%) within 1 week. The 1-month case fatality was 14% (2460 BSIs), and 23% of the deaths occurred within
2 days and 47% within 1 week. The patients who died early were older than those who survived > 28 days, and their BSIs were
more often related to intensive care. Gram-positive bacteria caused over half of the BSIs of patients who survived, whereas gram-
negative bacteria, especially Pseudomonas aeruginosa, caused more often BSIs of patients who died early, and fungi BSIs of
patients who died within 1 week. A significant portion of patients with nosocomial BSIs died early, which underlines the
importance of rapid recognition of BSI. Hospital-wide surveillance data of causative pathogens can be utilized when composing
recommendations for empiric antimicrobial treatment in collaboration with clinicians, as well as when promoting infection
prevention.
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Introduction

Nosocomial bloodstream infections (BSI) constitute a major
part of all BSIs and are related to significant mortality and
morbidity. The case fatality of nosocomial BSIs has varied,
with reported all-cause 30-day mortality between 24 and 28%
[1–3] and in-hospital case fatality around 30% [4–7].

So far, rather limited surveillance data has been available
on the outcome and the timing of death of nosocomial BSIs, as
previous studies have mostly focused on a specific causative

agent of BSI [8–10], or the data has been obtained from a
single tertiary care hospital [11] or few intensive care units
(ICU) [12, 13], thus representing a selected patient population.
A significant proportion of BSI-associated deaths have been
previously shown to occur early, within 2 days after the first
positive blood culture [14–16]. The knowledge of the predis-
posing factors related to these early deaths is scarce, although
it is likely that the appropriateness of the empiric antimicrobial
treatment plays an important role in early mortality, as the
initial blood culture results typically become available not
until the second to third day after taking the specimen.

In this study, we analyzed patients’ characteristics and
causative pathogens of all nosocomial BSIs in the hospitals
participating in the Finnish Hospital Infection Program in
Finland during 1999–2014 in terms of outcome and timing
of death. To our knowledge, similar data on the timing of
death has not been presented previously. The objective of
our study was to evaluate the role of different factors for mor-
tality of patients with nosocomial BSI and particularly among
patients dying early.
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